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About the MSRCMT

- MSRCMT
  - Online submission
    - Personal author details
    - Keep track of submissions
Conferences using the MSRCMT

- Springer LNCS
  - Info Hiding Workshop (IH 04)
  - Int Workshop on Digi Watermarking (IWDW 04)
  - Int XML Db Symp (Xsym 04)

- IEEE
  - Int Conf on Data Eng (ICDE 04)
  - Symp on Info Visualization (InfoVIS 03)
  - Workshop on Internet Apps (WIAPP 03)
  - Conf on S/w Arch (WICSA 04)
  - Int Conf on Comp Sys & Apps (AICCSA 05)
Conferences using the MSRCMT

- ACM
  - Conf on E-Commerce (EC 04)
  - SIGMOD Workshop on ... Data Mining & K Discovery 03
  - Symp on Theory of Computing (STOC 04)
  - Workshop on Data Eng for Wi & M Access (MobiCom 03)
How it happened

- Wanted to submit to IWDW 2004
- I registered, keyed in — My details, password — co-author details, email
How it happened
How it happened

- Login requires
  - Email address (login ID)
  - Password

- Login allows
  - Add new papers
  - View/edit current papers
  - View/edit personal details
How it happened

What about co-authors?
- Account auto-created, password is 0!
- Co-author can request for this to be sent to him
Further probing

- How about co-authors of other papers we dunno?

- 1. IWDW 2003 programme \(\Rightarrow\) past non-first authors
- 2. Searched for emails
- 3. Logged in with emails and password 0
  \(\Rightarrow\) We got 5 successful logins!
  \(\Rightarrow\) They were again non-first authors this year, & their accounts auto-generated, and given password 0!
- Repeated for another conference, also successful
Lessons

What goes wrong usually?

Implementors ≠ cryptographers (Generally)
  — Crypto concepts not well understood
  — Good designs poorly implemented

Security engineering
  — Requirements → design → implementation → application
  — Each link is equally important
Thanks

🎉 Ross Anderson, Niels Ferguson, Burt Kaliski Jr, John Kelsey, Paul Kocher, Serge Vaudenay for interest & comments.